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Introduction  

A ‘Networking’ flowchart on ‘Effective Self-presentation’ advises:  

                                                         
 
Ostensibly, the forward slash indicates a choice between options (for example, between 
‘Smile’ or ’Genuine’), but at the same time presents these options as analogous. This is the 
semblance of choice (What if my Genuine self is not conducive to Smiling?) Networking 
Culture, it seems, becomes punitive the moment that you threaten to be anything other than 
adaptable, enthusiastic, healthy, cheerful & optimistic. A university produced guide entitled, 
Barriers to Networking, includes the option: ‘Feeling like I HAVE to network’. But click 
here and find yourself merely referred back to Step Number 1: The Value of Networking. (As 
if you had a choice).  
 
Networking is to critical thinking what customer satisfaction is to flirting.  
 
Meanwhile, who could fail to notice that Networking is so often bad philosophy, bad 
grammar, bad logic? Workshops designed to inculcate academics on the vital importance of 
Academic Networking within an increasingly competitive job market cannot accommodate 
the nuance of ideas such as community, solidarity, friendship, collaboration. At the same 
time, Networking Culture recounts the economic precarity and widespread anxiety that so 
many academics are currently experiencing using its own truncated rhetoric of self-
betterment. We are told to work on our communicative and social skills and to give willingly, 
but not carelessly. What is the psychic cost of narrating oneself as an academic commodity 
with these depleted words?  
 
Academics Against Networking was conceived as a creative and critical response to the 
ongoing institutionalisation of Networking Culture within academia; a site of resistance to the 
banal perversion of language & knowledge that it enforces, and its boring extrovert tactics.  
 
Many thanks to all our contributors!  
 
 

Nell Osborne 

  



They Shoot Horses, Don’t They? 

 
1. Personal relationships between students and staff, where a member of staff has a 
professional responsibility for a student, should be avoided, 
 
I am pleased to send you further details of the second Research Leadership workshop: 
Academic Speed Dating, which will focus on how to network effectively in an academic 
context 
 
2. The form is the content— 
 
For the duration of the workshop, participants will be provided with Interactive Badges. We 
all know that the ability to build positive professional relationships is critical to career 
success, 
 
3. Name tag on left breast, name tag on right breast, 
 
During the Academic Speed Dating, these badges will enable the participants to meet each 
other based on common research interests 
 
4. The institution is of course committed to maintaining Dignity at Work for the 
brightest and best, 
 
The badges are organised by a colour-coding system, designating specific colours to the 
matching sets of interests 
 
5. Not going 
 to the hotel room opportunity 
 to the research seminar 

to conflab in the dinner queue  
to the wedding in the castle 
not trying to save the old life 
from the fire. It’s me or the  
institution this time, I tell you— 
   
       I think she left under a cloud 

 
 
For example, if participant A has the same interest (i.e. on university-business cooperation 
and corporate fund raising strategy innovation) as participant B, their badges will emit a 
sound and light in the same colour for a period of time, getting louder and louder and louder 



and louder and louder and lighter and shriller and louder, increasingly becoming actually 
actively unbearably loud, 

 
6. She’s always so upset about everything now, 
 
The interest matches will be based on the information provided by the participants of the pre-
workshop survey, so don’t be shy— you’re the connection hunter, and mutual output is the 
quarry, 
 
7. Engage and be merry / we’ll chat over sherry / you bruise like a cherry— 
 
This workshop will encourage you briefly to reflect on the range of relationships that can 
impact on an academic career. Academic Speed Dating will match up an early career research 
with a senior academic, who will switch on their flashing light and advise on developing a 
coherent and strategic approach to building networks at conferences, via email, against the 
rising and relentless tide, and through a collaborative activity chosen at the senior academic’s 
discretion— 
 
8. Complete or die. Have you considered /  
                                                                                consultancy? 

 
 
 

* 
 
NB:  
 
In preparation for the session, please draw up a list of people whom you would include in the 
acknowledgements to your thesis if you had to write them today, and 
 
                 RANK THEM in order of: hands to their selflessness          
                                                               small social kindnesses                 
                                                                 most-to-least likely to eat 

         a kebab. 
 
 
Helen Charman 
 
 
 
 
 



A colleague  

 

who specialised in Early Modern Drama grasped my shoulder, presumably in a 

gesture of greeting. He had, he said, recently travelled to Norway for a conference. 

His primary occupation at the time of his trip, part of which he travelled by train 

and part by ferry, had been suicidal ideation. On the train, in the taxi, on the 

gangway, in the ferry, he thought of the possible ways in which he might end his 

own life. From the boat, he said, observing the water on all sides, I was struck with 

the realisation that this despair is limitless. As we neared landfall, which is to say as 

we approached our destination, I saw, in the middle of a field, a pile of tires burning 

on and on. When he mentioned this fire, this mountain of burning tires, to one of his 

colleagues in a restaurant later that evening, she appeared bewildered. But naturally 

it is against the law to burn tires in Norway, she said. How was it possible that this 

colleague, who had travelled by the same route, even by the same boat, with whom 

he had in fact been standing at the time he first perceived the heap of tires aflame in 

the field, how was it possible that she had failed to notice this extraordinary 

occurrence? Notwithstanding the toxic smoke that had travelled on the wind even 

out to sea and that burned their eyes as they stood out together on the ship’s deck, 

there was too the unmistakeable choking smell of burning rubber that travelled with 

it, causing everyone on the boat, man, woman and child, to cough. What he had 

learned from this encounter, said the man, is that it was a fragile consensus that 

sustained us, that sustained our sense of ourselves, of ourselves in relation to others, 

even our sense being in the world. And in that Norwegian restaurant, or more 

precisely in that Italian restaurant in a small Norwegian town, as he sat eating pasta 

with a number of colleagues, some of whom he knew quite well, drinking red wine, 

it was above all the fragility of that consensus that struck him, the tenuous links that 

bound us to ourselves, to each other, and to our own lives. He suddenly saw the 

world for what it was, populated by atomized individuals united only by chance or 

proximity, necessity or interest. We were linked together, he said, in the final 

analysis, by disgust and envy and lived on in boredom and astonishment. 

 

Sarah Bernstein 



Networking Event 
 
 

For two days, nobody left. Nobody saw daylight.  
 
Converse with each other about your dreams, they said. We don’t want to do that, we said. 
They held up their dreams as examples – you cannot make friends without dreams!    
 
You must introduce yourselves with a list of achievements, they said. We think that’s off-
putting, we said. They listed some types of achievements. (Perhaps we had 
misunderstood).  
 
Start every sentence with an affirmation, they said. That’s not going to work for us, we 
said. They couldn’t understand how we didn’t understand. But nothing would stop 
them from trying. 
 
Befriend these strangers or go home, they said. We would love to go home? we said. No 
going home until you’ve befriended these strangers!  
 

At first, we didn’t understand why they were doing this to us. By the end, we 
blamed ourselves. We forgot why we had entered academia. We wanted 
nothing more than to strengthen our network. Network of what? It wasn’t 
clear.  

      
Form into groups and then new groups! they bellowed. Half the time each time you form a 
new group! This meant it could go on forever. And there was little time to ask 
questions.  
 
Shout out five words that describe you! they said. Why must we shout them? we asked. 
Now find someone else shouting your words and the opposite words! We moved 
uncertainly around in the din. 
 
 

In this way, we learned the futility of questions. We started to form different 
camps. Some thought it would end more quickly if they continued without 
complaint. Some fell ill in the hope of being released.  
 

Tell us your biggest fears! they demanded. At this point we could only concede. Now 
perform them in front of the crowd!  
 

One task faded into another. The dwindling numbers seemed to contradict 
the point, but these doubts remained brief. We knew we had to keep going. 
We could only be working towards something.   

 
This is fun! they repeatedly claimed. You are having so much fun, I can see it! They had 
recalibrated our language to suit them. Fun, we repeated and nodded.  
 



And what will we do with this network? we asked. You can do anything with a network! 
they cried. What, specifically? we entreated. They responded: When in doubt form 
another connection!   
 

We knew then it was about the process. We could never stop forming the 
network.  

 
 
Hilary White 
 
  



Forty Quid for some Shitty Wine I didn’t even Drink AND they  
all had PROPER Jobs (as told to me by a friend) 

 
Disclaimer: all characters and events are fictitious, and any resemblance to real persons, 

living or dead, including me, are purely coincidental. 
 

The worst thing is the finely judged pretence—never claiming to be more than you 
are (because to be found out, my God), but finding a way to make what you are sound 
legit. How do you frame the precarity of a few hours here and there? Of not starting 
a Ph.D. till you are in your fifties and doing it part time so you could afford the fees 
because you thought there was no point trying to compete for a scholarship? Of never 
having had a career because you are, what, prone to madness and despair? Of always 
RUNNING AWAY? How do you frame all this not deceitfully, exactly, but through 
omission and opacity, passing, just about? What words make it... but that’s a whole 
other thing because I want to talk about THE MONEY. Because, if it wasn’t enough 
being a misfit, who burns with shame when having to pretend I can be in the room, it 
costs a fucking fortune. 
 
 So I’d been to this thing and hovered around the edges nodding at people who 
nodded at me... [an aside: what do normal people do, go up and remind the nodders 
of their name? Hi I’m — we met at — I really liked your thing on —] So yeah, I’d been 
at this thing and near the end some of them were like ‘hey are you coming for the 
meal?—yeah no worries if you haven’t booked it’s all pretty informal—yeah we’re 
going to this great pop-up place it’s really great, great vegan options, and yeah 
GREAT organic wines’. ‘GREAT!’ [an aside, if I’d done my first degree 
at a proper university instead of a shitty polytechnic I’d be confident what side of the 
exclamation mark the ’ should go. I never can remember. Like the precise meaning of 
hermeneutics. I’ve looked that fucker up at least once a week for the past thirty years. 
It’s one of my anxious words—words that melt in my hands.] We get there, they 
squeeze me in, somehow, on a table of twenty, twenty-five. We are sat on benches too 
close together TOUCHING EACH OTHER and I want to get out. 
 
It’s a hell-hole. The noise is unbearable, and the menu is retro-typed onto tracing paper 
and then miniature bulldog-clipped onto little wooded boards. I mentally check my 
wallet and choose the ‘rustic pie with celeriac chips’ (the cheapest thing on the menu) 
and order A SINGLE GLASS of wine rather than join in with bottles so that I can keep 
a tally of what I’ve spent. I try to feel grateful that they’ve asked me along. They 
complain about their jobs, the jobs that I want but will never have. The younger ones 
complain about being post-docs. I think about how I’ll be fifty-eight when (if) I get my 
doctorate and how no one would consider a fifty-eight-year-old for a post-doc. I fudge 
when asked about my status, then crumble and admit to a handful of VL hours per 
year. I ask myself why I am here and suddenly feel so foolish about even attempting 



to network because at my age there is NO FUCKING POINT. Even more shameful is 
the fact that I would like it if they simply counted me a friend. The ‘rustic pie’ is 
horrible. I feel a tear escape my eye and fumble it away. As I do, I catch someone 
staring at me. They quickly look away. I, weirdo. 
 
Time passes and the din recedes into a dissociative hum. My back throbs on the 
inadequate bench. At last it is time to pay, and I brace myself for the moment of saying 
that I will just pay for my own rather than split the bill. They have all had many 
courses, tasting plates, and buckets of GREAT organic wine. But it seems we will be 
spared the splitting... we must troupe down the steep mill stairs and pay at the counter 
in the tiny stripped brick vestibule. I am the last in line and I recount my meal as the 
rest of them walk out into the night. The rustic pie is eleven pounds, the glass of wine 
is seven. I can get away with twenty with a tip, but... there are two bottles of GREAT 
organic wine outstanding. I panic and look out through the glass doors. The street is 
empty. The restaurant will not allow me to leave. I pay for the wine and wonder who 
had drunk it? Who had been so careless as to leave their debts unpaid? In the moment 
I feel that this is not their fault, but mine. 
 
The next day, after much shilly-shallying, I email one of those present and I wonder 
if, as they know all the others, they might email round, and gently ask who might 
have forgotten to pay? They say they can’t really, as it was an informal gathering. They 
sympathise, they know what it’s like being short of money, as they only have a 
temporary contract! (It’s still a fucking contract, I think, and you are only thirty-two 
and you have a Ph.D. from fucking Cambridge and your future (though by no means 
assured) is relatively secure compared to the rest of us, and could you not just email 
your friends for me and say ‘hey guys, did anyone forget to pay for their GREAT wine 
because that weirdo woman ended up paying for it and she’s being vulgar and 
making a fuss’, and honestly I wouldn’t mind if that’s what you had to say because I 
just would really like my forty quid back). I think this, but don’t say this, instead I 
reply and say, ‘ah well, just thought I’d ask—good to see you all though, and congrats 
on the—’. It’s not that I think the world owes me a living, but I’m fucked if I’m going 
to pay to enhance the quality of theirs. 
 
Going places costs money and socialising costs money and both of these things are 
part of the tacit architectures of the academic world. I am angry, I am fucking 
furious that there are those who cannot imagine themselves into the spaces of those 
for whom this is difficult. I think of other embarrassments: not going for impromptu 
‘Great Tapas!’ after a thing I had been invited to speak at, for no fee, just travel (they 
took six months to reimburse my train fare, btw, the Russel Group cunts), because I 
had not budgeted for it and so had packed a cheese and Branston sandwich for the 
train ride home; that and countless more. The raised eyebrows, the shame of not 
having enough money for all that shit—at my age.  



 
The thing is, I know among the company above, there will be those who are shy, 
who are struggling with money, but there are also those with less money than me, 
who never make it to the table, even those with jobs—single parents struggling to 
make ends meet on that 0.5 and for whom a conference weekend or a night in the 
pub brings the added burden of extra childcare costs—full-timers breaking under 
the workload and behind with the mortgage—disabled people for whom just getting 
to work costs more. So why do we participate in this collective charade? Whom does 
it benefit? Though perhaps all of this is fine and I am simply a malcontent. 
 
 
Emma Bolland 
  



GIRLS 
 
Girls, they asked,  
how was it? 
 
We answered: 
it was rain and shine and two doors down 
it was break a leg don’t power through 
it was keep us in sync and drive us beyond 
it was hang us gently and make the count 
it was born of dust and made to die 
it was ground breaking tides of peony tablets 
it was rush us through and front us over. 
 
Girls, they said, 
you are speaking  
in riddles,  
you are being  
facetious. 
 
We answered:  
we are brittle bones and tender stems 
we are rain in the mouth and black-eyed dinners 
we are pacing over and under 
we are zebra stripes and empty boulders 
we are rickety armchairs and bleary hangovers 
we are dirt in the brain and lump in the sack 
but we are not facetious. 
 
Girls, they said, 
what are we to do  
with a gaggle of girlish 
teenagers just like you? 
 
We answered: 
hang us out to dry and taste our nail clippings 
shovel us down and pluck the daisies 
bring us round and tear the lights down 
heave the boxes and never peer in 
block the bathrooms and bring in the mice 
tear down the hatches and sliver the meats 
round up the chickens and hose down the cracks. 



 
Girls, they said, 
girls. 
 
Girls, they said,  
girls. 
 
Girls, they said, 
girls. 
 
Girls, they said, 
girls. 
 
Girls, they said, 
girls. 
 
 
Hannah Van Hove 
 
 
 
  



recourse 

  

for what we did not write 

and all we did not whisper 

then thought of plucking courage 

  

and underneath a summer canopy 

at that inoperative and what we went keenly 

overlooking and in what capacity of thought 

  

how bold it is to tell ourselves 

it was as rye as rightly over 

we attribute it all to a professional lapse 

  

this herald is again back from the townships 

he has heard in this talk of favour our mischief 

he has seen us listing we selves together. 

 

 

Andy Spragg 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

my voice is often referred to as ‘soft’, i am ‘softly spoken’ 

sometimes people may call it something else… 

‘sweet’ ‘cute’ ‘high’ ‘tiny’ ‘meek’ 

 

sometimes i am asked to speak up 

sometimes people pretend to hear me and just nod 

sometimes people are patronising 

sometimes men infantilise me and are outright creepy… 

 

i am learning to love my voice 

to appreciate its softness, its calmness 

i am learning to appreciate the quiet in general 

 

my partner has periods of listening to quiet music 

he says that quiet music requires the listener to pay attention 

it requires your ears to focus 

sometimes it’s like you can imagine your ears pulling the notes slowly towards you 

small details become significant  

 

this is unlike {some} of the loud ~ 

 the loud demands your attention yet in a way that disregards your will 

it pushes itself in front of you ~  

at times this can be violent and performative (nb: this is not always bad) 

 

 

 

soft, quiet sounds & voices 
e.c.d.sullivan 
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‘take a walk at night. walk so slowly that your feet become the bottom of your ears’ pauline oliveros 

pauline oliveros is the most famous pioneer of deep listening {she coined it}, which one can practice 
through her meditations {such as above} 

she said that her meditations had a goal of ‘expanded consciousness’ and ‘humanitarian purposes; 

specifically healing’ 

her meditations are an example of what i believe to be radical softness, especially in terms of sound 

they are exercises in slowing down, focusing on the world…pause before thoughtful action 

‘listening is directing attention to what is heard, gathering meaning, interpreting and deciding on 
action’ 

 

although my voice can be soft and my words slow that is okay ~ 

 i may take a while to process my thoughts in response to the world around me, but this is because i 
aim to respond in a way that creates meaning 

i am grateful for those who have the patience to listen to me 

 

i hope we can all practice deep listening and gentle speaking~ 

as a way to understand the world around us in the most caring, serious and soft way possible 

 

soft, quiet sounds & voices 
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I rode back through the woods of Turgenev's Spasskoye in the evening 
light: fresh greenery in the woods and under foot, stars in the sky, the scent 
of flowering willow, and wilting birch leaves, the sound of the nightingale, 
the hum of beetles, the cuckoo and solitude, and the pleasant, vigorous 
movement of the horse under you, and health of body and mind. And I 
thought, as I constantly think, of death. 
 

 
Leo Tolstoy, in a letter to his wife,  

on returning from a Networking Event 
 

 


